
 

ROAD TO REVOLUTION EVENTS FLOW CHART ACTIVITY 
  

The objective of this activity is for you to show knowledge of 15 historical events contributing to the growing conflict 

with England and leading the English colonies in North America to independence. Use this handout as well as the text to 

understand and summarize each event. As you summarize, be sure to explain in your own words...make it make sense to 

you! 

  

DIRECTIONS: Create a timeline flow chart of the events leading to the American Revolution. Follow directions below! 

Use pen or color. 
  

1.      In pen or color, print the title “Road to Revolution” in large, bold letters in the first box (upper left corner).  Also 

write your proper heading in the TOP left square: Name, period #. 

2.      In each box, print the TITLE & DATE of each event in BOLD.  Be sure events are in Chronological order on your Flow 

Chart. Use arrows to guide the eye if needed.  

3.      Read & review each topic. IMPORTANT - use the textbook/Notes/Internet if you need more information for 

understanding. 

4.      Write a brief, clear description of each event below its title & date. Make “it” make sense to you. 

5.      Add visuals, icons, symbols or pictures to represent each event in colorful ways. 

6.      Be neat and organized, but also creative! Use pen and/or color – no pencil on final. 

 

  

ROAD TO REVOLUTION: GROWING CONFLICT WITH ENGLAND 

1. ENGLAND'S NATIONAL DEBT (1739-1775) 9. Title, Name, Period.  

2. FRENCH AND INDIAN WAR (1754-1763) 10.          THE INTOLERABLE ACTS (1774) 

3. PROCLAMATION OF 1763 (1763) 11.               FIRST CONTINENTAL CONGRESS (1774) 

4. QUARTERING ACT (1765) 12.              LEXINGTON AND CONCORD (1775) 

5. STAMP ACT (1765) 13.             COMMON SENSE ( 1776) 

6. TOWNSHEND ACT (1767) 14.             DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENCE (1776) 

7. BOSTON MASSACRE (1770) 15.              BATTLE OF TRENTON (1776) 

8. BOSTON TEA PARTY (1773)  16.              BATTLE OF YORKTOWN (1781) 



 

  

 


